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PREFACE

This Annual Report summarizes the research activities of the Nuclear Physics Division
in the year 1998. The scientific reports are grouped in two sections:

• Reaction Mechanisms and Nuclear Structure
• Experimental Methods and Instrumentation.

The current research program of our Division includes " in-house" activities using the
beams from the Warsaw cyclotron of the Heavy Ion Laboratory as well as involvement
in research at large accelerator facilities around the world. Most of the work described
throughout this report was carried out as joint efforts of various international collabora-
tions.

During the last year substantial progress has been made in completing the ISOL/IGISOL
project. The isotope separator was connected to the heavy ion beam line, the ion source
chamber was mounted and equipped with the target chamber and the ion guide chamber.
To study, control and improve the ion optics of the IGISOL system, a special corona ion
source was disigned, mounted and installed in the ion guide chamber. The whole system is
now ready to be tested on-line. This work is being carried out in close collaboration with
the Nuclear Spectroscopy Division, the Heavy Ion Laboratory and the Soltan Institute
for Nuclear Studies.

We continued our study of high-energy 7-ray emission in heavy-ion collisions in the pro-
jectile energy range of 4-11 MeV/u. The analysis of experimental data obtained in collab-
oration with the NPL in Seattle shows the importance of the bremsstrahlung emission in
the 7-ray spectra at photon energies above 20 MeV. An improved theoretical description,
including complete and incomplete fusion, preequilibrium emission and bremsstrahlung
process, indicates that the bremsstrahlung cross-section at high 7-ray energies is smaller
than predicted by the simple model using exponential formula. The extracted GDR pa-
rameters and their dependence on average temperature and spin are strongly influenced
by the inclusion of incomplete fusion and preequilibrium processes.

We continued our participation and active involvement in the FOPI, TAPS and WASA-
PROMISE international collaborations. Data from experiments of the FOPI collaboration
were analysed in terms of event-by-event fluctuations. A novel method of studying equili-
bration processes in relativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions was applied to the data from the
Ru+Ru reaction at 1.69 A*GeV. By an appropriate choice of the fluctuating variables,
chemical and thermal equilibration could be studied independently. Preliminary results
show that equilibration of the system changes with centrality of the collision. The data
from Au+Au collisions at 0.8 A*GeV were analysed for the presense of the intermittency
signal. Our participation in the TAPS collaboration included studies of particle produc-
tion in reactions induced by 190 MeV protons on nuclei. Analysis of particles which are
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in coincidence with neutral pions (produced below the NN thershold) revealed existence
of two distinct production mechanisms: the first one being the emission from a hot equili-
brated coumpound nucleus and the second one the quasi-direct, forward-directed process
with the single proton carrying most of the energy remaining after pion production.

The nuclear spectroscopy group concentrated their interest on studying properties
the nuclei in the region of Z>50 and N<82. B(E2) values for 39 transitions in 119I
were determined from lifetime measurements of 31 negative parity states. This unique
experimental information about four negative parity bands in 119I made it possible to
determine the shape of this nucleus as being quadrupole close to maximal nonaxiality.
The description of these negative parity bands by a 7-soft core is better than by a 7-
rigid core. Our spectrocopy group also continued their involvement in studies of nuclear
superdeformation. High spin states in neutron-deficient nuclei around A~140 were studied
with the 7 detector array EUROBALL III. Dipole bands representing the rotation of a
magnetic dipole were found in the 142Gd nucleus.

As was already mentioned, most of the work presented in this Annual Report results
from close collaboration with our colleagues from many foreign and Polish institutes and
universities. In this place I would like to express our deep gratitude to all our friends and
collaborators around the world. I would also like to acknowledge the financial support of
the Polish Committee for Scientific Research (KBN).
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